USA Key Developments & Extremes Forecast MAY 2014
Summary+News. Detail p2-10. All forecasts via www.WeatherAction.com Prod Apr29 from choices Mar16

MAY 2014 SLAT 9B, USA + S. CANADA

Piers Corbyn NEW
Electric Universe
Presentation VIDEO
http://bit.ly/1nJecee

WeatherAction USA TOP skill continues.

Maps & full details of timing / regions of events: p 2-10

Could it REALLY continue cold in N/E? YES!

N/E continues cold / v cold
with snow at times till ~25th
SW mostly dry & hot with
fire dangers till ~25th
Dramatic flip from ~26th: CenterEast hot/warm while West cold.
Deadly tornado swarms at times
- especially ~2-4th, 16-18th, 22-24th, 29-Jun1st
 Most stormy/windy/tornadic periods: MAY
~2-4(R5), ~7-8(R4), ~10-11(R4), 16-18(R5), 22-24(R4), 29.5-June1.5(R5)

Pictwitt pdf for Live Links: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No12.pdf

R4/R5s probably associated with major Earth-facing solar Active Regions &/or large Coronal holes see WeatherAction ‘RTQ’ (Red Weather, Thunder/tornadoes, Quakes) / Extreme Events forecasts.

More Tornado swarms in Mini-Ice-Age warns Piers

The changes in circulation giving these often extreme weather patterns will be driven by changes in the
Solar-Lunar factors which govern the behavior of the Jet stream and are predictable by WeatherAction’s
revolutionary Solar-Lunar-Action-Technique (SLAT9B) months ahead and nothing to do with CO2
changes - the ‘Climate Change’ ‘theory’ - which is politically driven delusional and fraudulent. The wild
extremes are consequences of the Wild Jet Stream / ‘Mini Ice Age (ie on average significantly colder)
Climate decades the world has entered. Standard Meteorology will run into serious problems this month
in SLAT main Red (R4 & R5) periods during which short range standard Meteorology forecasts for
precipitation will generally need to be doubled and strong wind / tornado / thunder / hail risk enhanced.
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever
arising from use of forecast information. Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This
forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It has been noted that contrary to the baseless alarmist claims of CO2warmist ScienceDeniers the number
of intense tornadoes in USA has fallen over recent decades so a fair question must be what will happen to
tornado and severe thunderstorm / storms frequency in the developing Mini-Ice-Age - the reality of which
is shown by WeatherAction’s continued confirmed forecasts. I suggest (points I have mostly made before):1. Very extreme temperate zone storms will become more frequent as we go further into MIA.
Historically the biggest storms (eg The Tempest of 1703) occurred during LIA-MIA periods or at their
boundaries. NB CO2Warmists claim warm=> storms has no observed basis in reality, they just made it up.
2. Very extreme thunder, hail and probably extreme tornadoes, will also increase in frequency. The
thunder and extreme hail increase is observed fact in MIAs.
3. Tornado data is insufficient in the past to judge fully what happened in MIAs but more would follow
from thunder and hail events. The under-rated electrical nature (see my Electric Universe Presentation) of
many weather extremes and the electrical contrasty nature of MIAs also suggest this. See bit.ly/1u3l9Z2
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MAY 2014 – Key Weather Developments in 8 weather periods SLAT9B (USA)
MAY 1-4 Solar Factors: R5 2-4 High pressure builds central N USA & moves East. Deep active low NE USA, generally low pressure East USA. High Florida/Gulf. High far West coast.
Low N/W of Vancouver coming into N USA. NE Cold blast from Nth espec 3-4 with snow + thundersnow in N and thunderstorms further south. Major thunderstorms and hail +
dangerous tornadoes – tornado swarms S Central- E USA. Major thunderstorm and hail develop Central West parts. These thunder + tornado outbreaks will be significantly
more dangerous than standard models expect from 1 or 2 days ahead. Gulf coast hot + humid with major thunderstorms + hail later. Far SW hot + dry with enhanced fire risk. Pacific
NW, Vancouver turning very wet + cool.
th

MAY 5-8 Solar Factors: R4 7-8 Low pressure develops in West/Central parts & moves NE becoming very active later (7/8 ). High pressure in Centre-West of North parts varies and
rebuilds later. High(er) pressure off East Coast/Florida. Low Mexico and probably far West Coast. Continuing cold blast with more sleet and snow over Great Lakes + Mid West later.
Major thunderstorms, giant hail and tornado developments Midwest and South of Midwest. S/E sunny + dry. Gulf Coastal states turning hot + humid with thunder + hail later. SW USA hot
+ quite humid, thundery showers later in (South) California. NW showery, cool + North USA mostly fine + sunny later with high cloud.
th
MAY 9-13 Solar Factors: R4 10-11; R2 12 . This period quickly turns generally slack with large pressure areas. A large area of High Pressure in central USA moves East as Low
Pressure (quite shallow) moves in from Canada/NW. Persistent low NE USA. High pressure in far coastal West. Low pressure Mexico. NE cool and showery. East parts cool and variable
turning fine and warm. Central parts dry & hot becoming less hot + more cloudy. Gulf states + East Texas hot + humid. SW + S California hot with variable sky. Far West sunny + warm with cold
nights + fog. NW/Vancouver coolish + variable sky. Mostly dry, showery later.
th
MAY 14-18 Solar Factors: R3 14-15; R5 16-18 A VERY DANGEROUS WEATHER PERIOD especially 16-18 . Unusually large pressure areas dominate the USA with strong winds and
dramatic temperature contrasts. Active Low Pressure in NE. A large active low moves from North + Central parts to East, displacing High Pressure towards East Coast. West coast +
West Rockies High Pressure. Turns very cold with snow + thundersnow in South Canada & much of Great Lakes. Extreme thunderstorms, giant hail and a deadly tornado swarm in
centre and Midwest/South of Midwest moving generally E/NE. Gulf states hot humid + thundery with giant hail & tornadoes. West centre and SW USA turns rather cool although South
California probably stays very warm and mostly dry with some thunder. West coast + NW parts dry and bright with variable sky, cold nights and morning fog.
MAY 19-21 Solar Factors: Q A circulation change + turning slack with much lighter winds. Low pressure moves to be centered approx South of Midwest and High pressure builds in
its wake West of Central USA. Largely HIGH pressure NE USA. Low pressure generally over Rockies moving Eastwards. NE parts dry + sunny. Great Lakes cold with sleet showers.
Midwest + most of East USA thundery showers with strong outbreaks in Gulf states. Florida sunny + bright. West USA/Rockies dry hot/extremely hot in SW with extra fire risk. NW/Vancouver
warm; variable sky + some thunder.
MAY 22-25 Solar Factors: R4 22-24 Much more unsettled than previous period. Growing area of high pressure in North central parts expanding southwards and westwards. Intense
low in East but not in far NE. Low pressure over Rockies. Very intense activity Southern (East) states. Tornado swarm likely to return to southern states eg. AR, TN, Kentucky.
th
Extreme danger, giant hail, extreme damage likely esp 22-24 . NE USA + Great Lakes cold with sleet in North parts. Midwest thunderstorms + tornadoes. West USA intense heat. New
th
th
th
Mexico hot + dry, probably major thunderstorm + giant hail Colorado 22-24 . NW Vancouver cool and thundery showers espec 22-24 . California warm+ mostly dry, more cloud 22-24 .
MAY 26 – 28 Solar Factors: R2 26 Generally quiet with a moving N-S thick sandwich of High-Low pressure pattern. Low extends N-S over most of Rockies and High pressure
extends from N/E USA to Florida/Gulf States. This pattern essentially shifts E-NEastwards to give approx opposite pressure except High over Florida + SE persists. East USA dry
sunny & warm becoming more cloudy later as High pushes East. Band from Great Lakes to West Gulf very warm + mostly dry, humid + thunder in East Texas + Louisiana. Major thunderstorm
+ hail West Texas, New Mex & Oklahoma. Rockies & West generally cool with cloud + some showers, drier later. NW US +Vancouver mostly dry + sunny. California coolish, cloudy, vble sky.
th st
MAY 29 -1 June Solar Factors: R5 29.5-1.5 A somewhat unusually static pattern with High pressure in central + East USA and Low pressure dominating Rockies and West USA
although California Higher pressure. Extraordinary contrasts across USA. Great Lakes + N/E mostly dry (some showers) and coolish + cloudy. SE dry bright + sunny. A band from (West)
Great Lakes to (Central) Gulf dry sunny (with high cloud) and hot. S of West Central parts: West Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, KS, OK, NE extremely ferocious thunderstorms and a
TORNADO SWARM(S). Vancouver NW cool + showers with thunder + hail. California cool + showery.

Subscribe WeatherActionUSA. 6m/12m REDUCTIONS: 6 months for 5; 12m for 9 => http://www.weatheraction.com/wactmember5.asp
MAPS of Weather periods p 3 onwards

To Watch, Comment or Report on forecasts go to the public blog www.WeatherAction.com - Comments

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information. Application of forecasts is entirely at the
user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 1-4 Forecast

L

Confidence A = 85%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Solar Factors:
R5 2-4

Very cold
Heavy rain
later

L

H

Key Weather Development
MAY 1-4

H

Snow

Sunny

Snow + sleet

L

High pressure builds central N
USA & moves East.
Deep active low NE USA,
generally low pressure East
USA.
High Florida/Gulf. High far West
coast. Low N/W of Vancouver
coming into N USA.
NE Cold blast from Nth espec 34 with snow + thundersnow in N
& thunderstorms further south.
Major thunderstorms and hail +
dangerous tornadoes – tornado
swarms S Central - E USA.

(L)

Hot + dry.
Firerisk

Hot + humid +
thunder + hail

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

(H)

Major thunderstorm + hail
develop Central West parts.

These thunder+tornado
outbreaks will be significantly
more dangerous than
standard models expect from
1 or 2 days ahead.
Gulf coast hot + humid with major
thunderstorms + hail later.
Far SW hot + dry with enhanced
fire risk.
Pacific NW, Vancouver turning
very wet + cool.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 5-8 Forecast

Confidence AB= 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Dry
www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without a
Sunny
Showers
+ cool
Later
Later

H

(L)
Thundery
showers
later

Solar Factors:
R4 7-8
Low pressure develops in
West/Central parts & moves
NE becoming very active later
(7/8th).
High pressure in Centre-West
of North parts varies and
rebuilds later.
High(er) pressure off East
Coast/Florida. Low Mexico
and probably far West Coast.
Continuing cold blast with
more sleet and snow over
Great Lakes + Mid West later.

HOT, quite
humid

L
Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

L

Becoming
mostly cool

Key Weather Development
MAY 5-8

Hot + humid
+ thunder +
hail later

(L)

H

Sunny
Dry

Major thunderstorms, giant
hail and tornado
developments Midwest and
South of Midwest.
S/E sunny + dry.
Gulf Coastal states turning hot
+ humid with thunder+hail later.
SW USA hot + quite humid,
thundery showers later in
(South) California.
NW showery, cool + North USA
mostly fine + sunny later with
high cloud.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 9-13 Forecast

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Coolish,
variable sky,
mostly dry,
showers later

L

Key Weather Development
MAY 9-13

L

Cold

Cold + heavy showers

Showery

Fog

Solar Factors:
R4 10-11; R2 12th
This period quickly turns
generally slack with large
pressure areas.
A large area of High Pressure in
central USA moves East as Low
Pressure (quite shallow) moves
in from Canada/NW.
Persistent low NE USA.

H
Sunny,
warm

Mostly sunny,
bright,
variable sky
later

High pressure in far coastal
West.

H

Low pressure Mexico.
NE cool and showery.

Finer + warm
later

Dry, hot
(at first)

(H later)

Hot, variable sky

L
Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

Later
Hot + humid,
thunder + tornados
likely 10-11th
R4 10-11th

Mostly
sunny espec
later

East parts cool and variable
turning fine and warm.
Central parts dry & hot becoming
less hot + more cloudy
Gulf states + East Texas hot +
humid.
SW + S California hot with variable
sky.
Far West sunny + warm with cold
nights + fog.
NW/Vancouver coolish + variable
sky. Mostly dry, showery later.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 14-18 Forecast

Confidence C = 65%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Dry bright cool ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use o f
www.weatheraction.com

L
(H)
H
Snow

H

Snow

Cold blast

Bright,
morning fog

L

Snow
later

Cold

Warm

(L)
Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

Cool,
mostly dry

(H)

Hot humid +
thundery. Giant
hail

H

Mostly dry + sunny
(+ high cloud)

Key Weather Development
MAY 14-18
Solar Factors:
R3 14-15; R5 16-18
A VERY DANGEROUS WEATHER
PERIOD especially 16-18th.
Unusually large pressure areas
dominate the USA with strong
winds and dramatic temperature
contrasts.
Active Low Pressure in NE.
A large active low moves from
North + Central parts to East,
displacing High Pressure
towards East Coast.
West coast + West Rockies High
Pressure.
Turning very cold with snow +
thundersnow in South Canada &
much of Great Lakes.
Extreme thunderstorms, giant
hail and a deadly tornado swarm
in centre and Midwest/South of
Midwest moving generally E/NE.
Gulf states hot humid + thundery
with giant hail & tornadoes.
West centre and SW USA turns
rather cool although South
California probably stays very warm
and mostly dry with some thunder.
West coast + NW parts dry and
bright with variable sky, cold nights
and morning fog.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 19-21 Forecast

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Warm
variable sky.
Some thunder

H

Sunny

H

Cold sleet
showers

Sunny + hot

L

L

Hot + dry –
fire risk

Hot +
humid

Approx Wind cold/warm
Approx Track of Low/High

Key Weather Development
MAY 19-21

Sunny/bright

Solar Factors:
Q
A circulation change +
turning slack with much
lighter winds.
Low pressure moves to be
centered approx South of
Midwest and High pressure
builds in its wake West of
Central USA.
Largely HIGH pressure NE
USA.
Low pressure generally
over Rockies moving
Eastwards.
NE parts dry + sunny
Great Lakes cold with sleet
showers
Midwest + most of East USA
thundery showers with strong
outbreaks in Gulf states.
Florida sunny + bright
West USA/Rockies dry
hot/extremely hot in SW with
extra fire risk.
NW/Vancouver warm;
variable sky + some thunder.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 22-25 Forecast

Confidence AB = 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

Solar Factors:
R4 22-24

Mostly
sunny

H

Thundery
showers

L
Major thunder +
tornadoes espec
22-24
Intense heat

Warm+
mostly
dry
Hot dry

Key Weather Development
MAY 22-25

Much more unsettled than
previous period.
Growing area of high pressure in
North central parts expanding
southwards and westwards.
Intense low in East but not in far
NE. Low pressure over Rockies.
Very intense activity Southern
(East) states.

Cold+ Sleet

L
Active low

Tornado swarm likely to
return to southern states eg.
AR, TN, Kentucky. Extreme
danger, giant hail, extreme
damage likely esp 22-24th.
NE USA + Great Lakes cold with
sleet in North parts.
Midwest thunderstorms +
tornadoes.
West USA intense heat
New Mexico hot + dry, probably
major thunderstorm + giant hail
th
Colorado 22-24 .
NW Vancouver cool and thundery
showers espec 22-24th.
California warm+ mostly dry, more
cloud 22-24th.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 26-28 Forecast

Confidence B = 75%. Timing normally to one day; positions approximate.

PATTERN EVOLVES E/NE-WARDS

H
Mostly
dry +
sunny

Key Weather Development
MAY 26 - 28

Cool +
cloudy

H

Very warm

L

Hot + sunny

Hot +
humid +
thunder

Generally quiet with a moving NS thick sandwich of High-Low
pressure pattern.
Low extends N-S over most of
Rockies and High pressure
extends from N/E USA to
Florida/Gulf States. This pattern
essentially shifts E-NEastwards
to give approx opposite pressure
except High over Florida + SE
persists.
East USA dry sunny & warm
becoming more cloudy later as
High pushes East.

Very warm
dry

Coolish
cloudy/variable
sky

Solar Factors:
R2 26

H

Band from Great Lakes to West
Gulf very warm + mostly dry, humid
+ thunder in East Texas +
Louisiana.
Major thunderstorm + hail West
Texas, New Mexico & Oklahoma.
Rockies & West generally cool with
cloud + some showers, drier later.
NW USA + Vancouver mostly dry +
sunny.
California coolish, cloudy, variable
sky.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement
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MAY 29th-1st June Forecast Confidence AB= 80%. Timing normally to one day; positions approx.

Key Weather Development
MAY 29th-1st June

Pattern largely static

Solar Factors:
R5 29.5-1.5

Warm
Dry

Wet + cold
Cool
showery
hail
thunder

(Vigorous
low)
Dry sunny
hot

L

(fills)
(L)

H
Cool +
showers

H

Cool +
showery

Sunny hot
dry

Hot Dry

Major
thunderstorms

Mostly dry +
bright/sunny

A somewhat unusually static
pattern with High pressure in
central + East USA and Low
pressure dominating Rockies
and West USA although
California Higher pressure.
Extraordinary contrasts across
USA.
Great Lakes + N/E mostly dry
(some showers) and coolish +
cloudy.
SE dry bright + sunny.
A band from (West) Great Lakes
to (Central) Gulf dry sunny (with
high cloud) and hot.

S of West-Central parts:
West Texas, New Mexico,
Colorado, KS, OK, NE
extremely ferocious
thunderstorms and
TORNADO SWARM(S).
Vancouver NW cool + showers
with thunder + hail.
California cool + showery.

www.weatheraction.com ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast information.
Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be used in production of other forecasts without agreement

